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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
This manual contains important instructions 
that should be followed during installation and 
maintenance of the engine, generator and bat-
tery.  Read and understand all instructions in the 
manual before starting and operating the genera-
tor set.

USING THE MANUAL

Congratulations on your choice of a Light Tower.  
You have selected a high-quality, precision engi-
neered system designed and tested to give you 
years of satisfactory service.   
 
To get the best performance from your new Light 
Tower, it is important that you carefully read and fol-
low the operating instructions in this manual.
      
Should you experience a problem please follow the 
“Troubleshooting Tables” near the end of this manu-
al.  The warranty listed in the manual describes what 
you can expect from WESTQUIP should you need 
service assistance in the future.    
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PROPER USE AND
INSTALLATION
You must be sure your new engine generator set is:
 * Properly serviced before starting.
 * Operated in a well ventilated area.
 * Properly exhausted and gases safely  
    dispersed.
 * Operated only for its designed purposes.
 * Used only by operators who understand
   its operation.
 * Properly maintained.

COPY YOUR MODEL AND 
SERIAL NUMBER HERE
No other light tower has the same serial number 
as yours.  It is important that you record the num-
ber and other vital information here.  If you should 
ever need to contact us on this unit it will help us to 
respond to your needs faster.

MODEL__________________________________

SERIAL NUMBER_________________________

PURCHASE DATE_________________________

DEALER_________________________________

DEALER PHONE # ________________________
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SAFETY INFORMATION
This mobile lighting system has been designed and 
manufactured to allow safe, reliable performance.  
Poor maintenance, improper or careless use can 
result in potential deadly hazards; from electrical 
shock, exhaust gas asphyxiation, or fire.  Please 
read all safety instructions carefully before installa-
tion or use.  Keep these instructions handy for future 
reference.  Take special note and follow all warnings 
on the unit labels and in the manuals.

       ANSI SAFETY DEFINITIONS
*********************************************************** 
DANGER:
DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situ-
ation which, if not avoided, will result in death or 
serious injury.  This signal word is to be limited to the 
most extreme situations.
***********************************************************

***********************************************************
WARNING:
WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situ-
ation which, if not avoided, could result in death or 
serious injury.
***********************************************************

***********************************************************
CAUTION:
CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situ-
ation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or 
moderate injury.  It may also be used to alert against 
unsafe practices.
***********************************************************

NOTE:
CAUTION is also used on the unit labels and in this 
manual to indicate a situation that could result in 
serious damage or destruction of the equipment and 
possible personal injury.

1.  ELECTRICAL SHOCK    The output voltage 
present in this equipment can cause fatal electric 
shock.  This equipment must be operated by a re-
sponsible person.

    a.  Do not allow anyone to operate the generator
         without proper instruction.
    b.  Guard against electric shock.
    c.  Avoid contact with live terminals or receptacles.
    d.  Use extreme care if operating this unit in rain
         or snow.
    e.  Use only three-pronged grounded receptacles
         and extension cords.
     f.  Be sure the unit is properly grounded to an 
         external ground rod driven into the earth.

2.  FIRE HAZARD    Engine fuels always present a 
hazard of possible explosion and/or fire.

    a.  Keep fuel containers out of reach of children.
    b.  Do not smoke or use open flame near the gen-
 erator set or fuel tank.
    c.  Keep a fire extinguisher nearby and know its
 proper use.  Fire extinguishers rated ABC by 
 NFPA are appropriate.
    d.  Store fuel only in an approved container, and
 only in a well ventilated area.
    e.  Follow local codes for closeness to combust-
 ible material.

3.  DEADLY EXHAUST GAS    Exhaust fumes from 
any diesel engine contain carbon monoxide, an in-
visible, odorless and deadly gas that must be mixed 
with fresh air.

    a.  Operate only in well ventilated areas.
    b.  Never operate indoors.
    c.  Never operate the unit in such a way as to 
 allow exhaust gases to seep back into closed
 rooms (i.e. through windows, walls, floors).

4.  NOISE HAZARD    Excessive noise is not only 
tiring, but continual exposure can lead to loss of   
hearing.

    a.  Use hearing protection when working around
 this equipment for long periods of time.
    b.  Keep your neighbors in mind when permanent-
 ly installing this equipment.

5.  CLEANLINESS    Keep the generator and sur-
rounding area clean.

    a.  Remove all grease, ice, snow or materials that
 create slippery conditions around the unit.
    b.  Remove any rags or other materials that could
 create a potential fire hazard.
    c.  Carefully clean up any gas or oil spills before
 starting the unit.

6.  SERVICING EQUIPMENT    All service, includ-
ing the installation or replacement of service parts, 
should be preformed only by a qualified technician.

    a.  Use only factory approved repair parts.
    b.  Do not work on this equipment when fatigued.
    c.  Never remove the protective guards, covers, or 
 receptacle panels while the engine is running.
    d.  Use extreme caution when working on electri-
 cal components.  High output voltage from this
 equipment can cause serious injury or death.
    e.  Always avoid hot mufflers, exhaust manifolds,
 and engine parts.  They can cause severe 
 burns instantly.
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     f.  Installing a generator set is not a “Do-it-your-
 self” project.  Consult a qualified, licensed elec-
 trician or contractor.  The installation must com-
 ply with all national, state, and local codes.

7.  LIFTING THE EQUIPMENT    When lifting, 
always make sure the area under the equipment is 
kept clear.
    a.  Be certain that rigging is designed to lift unit 
         safely.
    b.  Never attempt to lift the equipment unless you
         are certain the lifting device has sufficient 
         capacity.
    c.  Never allow the equipment to swing while 
         suspended.
    d.  Be certain the supporting structure is adequate                  
         to handle the load.

8.  TOWING THE EQUIPMENT    When towing this 
equipment, always use a vehicle large enough for 
safe operation.
    a.  Never tow without the safety chains secured.
    b.  Always use the proper size hitch ball on the 
         vehicle.
    c.  Never attempt to tow with a vehicle that does 
         not have side mirrors installed.
    d.  Always retract the tower before moving the
         unit.
    e.  Always put all jacks into “foot up” horizontal 
         position before moving the tower.  

9.  TOWER ERECTION    This equipment will be-
come top heavy very quickly as the tower is raised.  
Always follow the proper sequence raising or lower-
ing the tower.
    a.  Always extend the leveling jacks and level the 
         unit before raising the tower from its stored 
         position.
    b.  Always check for proper overhead clearance 
         before attempting to erect the tower.  Never 
         raise in the vicinity of overhead power lines.
    e.  Never allow anyone to walk under the tower 
         during the raising or lowering operation.

TESTING POLICY 
Before any generator is shipped from the factory, it 
is fully checked for performance.  The generator is 
loaded to its full capacity, and the voltage, current 
and frequency are carefully checked.
Rated output of generator is based on engineering 
tests of typical units, and is subject to, and limited 
by, the temperature, altitude, fuel, and other condi-
tions specified by the manufacturer of the applicable 
engines.

 
DESCRIPTION 
The light tower is a trailer mounted generator set 
powering four metal halide lights.  It has conve-
nience receptacles to power other various loads 
depending on the application.

For specific data on this system refer to the data 
plate on the engine and generator.  There is a sys-
tem data plate mounted on the side of the engine 
control panel.

PREPARATION
NOTE:  This manual covers the entire unit, EXPECT 
THE ENGINE.  See the engine manufacturer’s 
operators manual for specific maintenance and 
care information regarding the engine.  The engine 
information provided in this manual is for your con-
venience only and in no way supercedes the engine 
manufactures instruction.  If a conflict should arise 
regarding engine instruction, the engine manual 
should be considered the authority. 

Read all instructions in the manuals provided before 
attempting to operate the generator set.

INSPECTION OF MOBILE LIGHTING 
SYSTEM

**  NOTICE  **

When unpacking the mobile lighting system, be sure 
to inspect it carefully for freight loss or damage.  If 
loss or damage is noted at the time of delivery, re-
quire that the person making the delivery make note 
of the loss or damage on the freight bill, or affix his 
signature under the consignor’s memo of the loss or 
damage.  Contact the carrier for claim procedures.
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degrees C.), it is acceptable to use a seasonal blend 
of No. 2 fuel. The use of lighter fuel will reduce fuel 
economy. (SEE THE ENGINE OPERATORS
MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL FUEL INFORMATION.) 

 Filling the Fuel Tank

This unit is equipped with a single 63 gallon fuel 
tank. Use caution when filling the tank to prevent it 
from overflowing.

COOLANT REQUIREMENTS

Premium antifreeze with corrosion inhibitor should 
be used during all seasons to protect the engine 
cooling system from corrosion as well as freezing 
damage. The cooling system of the engine has been 
filled at the factory with a 50% water and 50% ethyl-
ene-glycol antifreeze mixture. This mixture provides 
protection to -34 degrees Fahrenheit.

CAUTION: ENGINE DAMAGE

Always maintain a 50/50 ratio of water and anti-
freeze when adding coolant or refilling the cooling 
system.

INSTALLING THE BATTERY

****  CAUTION  ****

In the following battery installation procedure, check 
to be sure the selector switch remains in the “off” 
position.  This should be your last step before initial 
start-up.

A customer supplied twelve-volt battery is required to 
complete the installation.  Installation of the high-
est CCA rated battery, within the correct BCI group 
(size), will increase cold weather starting perfor-
mance.  

Model        Voltage    BCI Group  MINIMUM
                 CCA Rating
WQ25LT  12  26  500
WQ35LT 12  26  500

Installation and servicing of batteries must be 
performed or supervised only by personnel knowl-
edgeable of batteries and the required precautions.  
Keep unauthorized personnel away from batteries.
When installing or replacing batteries, use the proper 
group/size starting battery.  The battery should be 
a Maintenance Free lead acid design.  Deep cycle 
batteries will not work for this application.

When loss or damage is noted after delivery, segre-
gate the damaged material, and contact the carrier 
for claim procedures.  Be sure to retain the packag-
ing material for carrier inspection.

“Concealed Damage” is understood to mean dam-
age to the contents of a package which is not 
evident at the time of delivery by the carrier, but 
which is discovered later.  The carrier or carriers are 
responsible for merchandise lost or damaged in tran-
sit.  The title to goods rests with the consignee when 
generators are shipped F.O.B. factory, and only the 
consignee can legally file a claim.  Please note, most 
carriers have a time limit for filing concealed damage 
claims.

****  CAUTION  ****

These units are shipped with oil.  Be sure to check 
oil levels before operating.  See engine manufactur-
er’s instruction manual for recommended oil require-
ments before initial starting.

OIL REQUIREMENTS

Engine oil should have properties of API classifica-
tion CC/CD grades.
ISUZU genuine engine oil:
Besco Super:  CC
Besco S-3:  CD
Besco Multi Z:  CD

Use the type of engine oil according to the ambient 
temperature.

OIL QUANTITY US Qts.  6.8

FUEL REQUIREMENTS

ASTM D975 No. 2-D diesel fuel is recommended 
for these engines.  The use of No. 2 diesel fuel will 
result in optimum engine performance. When normal 
operating temperatures are below 32 degrees F. (0 
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CAUTION - PERSONAL DANGER

CAUTION - NEVER dispose of a battery in a fire.  
The battery is capable of exploding.

CAUTION - DO NOT open or mutilate the battery.  
Released electrolyte is known to be harmful to the 
skin and eyes and to be very toxic.

These generator sets are all NEGATIVE ground.  Be 
very careful not to connect the battery in reverse 
polarity, as this may short circuit the battery charging 
system on the engine.

CAUTION - A battery presents a risk of electrical 
shock and high short circuit current.  The following 
precautions must be observed when working with 
batteries.

1.  Remove watches, rings and other metal objects.
2.  Use tools with insulated handles.
3.  Check both the battery cable ends and the bat- 
 tery posts to be sure they are free of corrosion.
4.  Always connect the battery positive cable first
 and then connect the battery negative cable.   
 When removing the battery cables from the bat-
 tery reverse the procedure, disconnect the nega-
 tive cable first and then the positive cable.
5.  Be sure all connections are tight and coat the
 terminals and cable ends with dielectric grease.

WARNING - The electrolyte is a diluted sulfuric acid 
that is harmful to the skin and eyes.  It is electrically 
conductive and corrosive.  The following precautions 
must always be taken.

*   Always wear full eye protection and protective
    clothing.
*   Where electrolyte contacts the skin, wash off im-
 mediately with water.
*   If electrolyte contacts the eyes, flush thoroughly  
 and immediately with water and seek immediate 
 medical attention.
*   Spilled electrolyte is to be washed down with an 
 acid neutralizing agent.  A common practice is to
 use a solution of one pound of bicarbonate of 
 soda (baking soda) to one gallon of water.  The 
 bicarbonate of soda solution is to be added until 
 the evidence of reaction, foaming, has ceased. 
 The resulting liquid is to be flushed with water 
 and the area dried.

DANGER - Explosive Fire Risk

*   Never smoke when near batteries.
*   Do not cause a flame or spark in the battery area.
*   Always discharge static electricity from your body 
 before touching batteries by first touching a 
 grounded metal surface.

SERVICING BATTERIES

Batteries used on these units may over time lose 
water.  This is especially true if you are using a 
trickle charger to maintain your battery.  When refill-
ing the battery with water use only distilled water.  
Tap water will shorten the service life of the battery.

Never fill the battery above the fill line.  Over filling 
above the upper level line may cause the electrolyte 
to overflow, resulting in corrosion to the engine or 
nearby parts.  Immediately wash off any spilled elec-
trolyte following the procedure above. 
 
INSTALLATION OF LIGHTS

The four flood lamps for the light tower have been 
shipped on a separate pallet to prevent damage 
during shipment. Carefully unpack and inspect the 
lamps prior to installing them on the tower crossbar.  
Two lamps are installed on each end of the crossbar 
one on top and one on the bottom The lights should 
be tipped straight down and the swivel joints locked 
before towing. 

Water tight receptacles are provided on the crossbar 
for plugging the lights in. 

 
 

CAUTION: LIGHT BULB DAMAGE

Never handle the metal halide bulbs with your bare
hands!  Doing so will leave traces of normal body oil 
deposits on the bulbs which will shorten the bulb life. 

WATER TIGHT CONNECTION 
BOX FOR LAMPS
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TOWER PROCEDURES

HYDRAULIC PUMP

The light tower is equipped with an electrically pow-
ered hydraulic pump and ram to raise and lower the 
lighting tower.

The fill plug on the hydraulic tank is located on the 
side of the pump reservoir.  Fill the reservoir just up 
to the threads or just slightly below.  This reservoir 
should be full when you receive the equipment.  See 
the picture below.  
 
WARNING: EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 
 
Always check the level with the tower in the down 
position, checking it with the tower raised will cause 
the reservoir to be over filled when the tower is 
lowered and may cause permanent damage to the 
pump. 

RAISING THE TOWER

IMPORTANT NOTE:  The knob in the picture 
below needs to be turned tight to the left in order 
for the hydraulic pump to work.  If there is a need 
to lower the tower without battery voltage avail-
able, slowly turn this knob to the right and the 
tower will come down. 

WARNING: EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 
 
Use extreme caution when lowering the tower using 
the manual valve.  Opening it too rapidly will cause 
the tower to drop quickly and may damage the lights 
or injure the operator.

WARNING:  PERSONAL DANGER

Always check your overhead clearance before 
raising the tower and never raise if in the vicinity of 
overhead power lines.

1.  Extend both of the outriggers by pushing down 
on the locking pins to release the arms.  Pull out the 
arm until the outrigger locks into the extended posi-
tion.

CAUTION:  EQUIPMENT DAMAGE

Never attempt to raise the tower without all the 
outriggers fully extended and the trailer properly 
leveled.  Failure to properly support the trailer may 
cause it to tip over in a high wind with the tower 
raised. 

2.  Rotate all three of the balancing jacks into the 
“foot-down” vertical position and lock.  Level the 
trailer using the outriggers, the bumper and tongue 
jacks.  All four jacks must be in contact with the 
ground.

WARNING: EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 

NEVER set the jacks on a soft surface.  The surface 
must be solid enough to support the jacks without 
them sinking. Failure to properly select a solid sur-
face may allow the light tower to become unstable 
and tip over in a high wind.

3.  Loosen the lights on the trunion pivots and aim 
the light to the desired location.  The light fixture can 
also be pivoted by loosening the lock nuts holding 
the lights to the crossbar.

4.  Engage the tower control switch to raise the 
tower to the desired height or until it is fully extended 
to the stop.

LOWERING THE TOWER

1.  Engage the tower control switch to lower the 
tower to the desired height.

NOTE:  If the tower does not lower, turn the 
knob  illustrated in the picture to the left.  This 
will lower the tower in case of a dead battery or 
some other failure in the system.

LOCKING 
PINS
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J. Start Run Switch - This switch controls the 
engine.  Turning the switch to the left will engage the 
glow plugs as well as the glow plug indicator (ref N). 
Turning the switch to the right one position will power 
up the 12 DC circuits on the engine and turning it fully 
to the right will engage the starter.  When the switch 
is released it will automatically return to the run 
position. 
 

ENGINE CONTROL PANEL 
 
A. Panel Light - 12 Volt DC lamp controlled  
by the toggle switch below . (Ref F) 
 
B Oil Pressure Gauge - Electric oil 
pressure gauge controlled by sender 
mounted on the engine. 
 
C. Water Temperature Gauge - Electric 
water temperature gauge controlled by 
sender mounted on the engine.

D. Running Time Meter - DC running time 
meter records hours of engine operation any 
time the start switch is in the run position.

E. 40 Amp DC Fuse - Protects the DC 
wiring on the unit and in the engine control 
panel. Replacement fuse is ATO-40.

F. Light Switch - This switch controls both 
the light on the engine control panel (ref A) 
and the light over the receptacle panel (ref H).

G. Tower Switch - This toggle switch raises 
and lower the light tower.  Push it up and the tower 
will raise, push it down and the tower will lower.

H. Receptacle Panel Light - 12 Volt DC lamp 
controlled by the toggle switch below (Ref F).
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K. Safety Relay Bypass Switch- This switch 
provides power to the fuel solenoid hold in coil 
when the unit is cranking. This relay bypasses the 
safety relay in the control panel, disabling the low 
oil pressure and high water temperature shutdowns 
during cranking. Should the engine overheat or the 
oil pressure drop too low, the relay in the panel will 
energize. When this happens the power to the fuel 
solenoid is disconnected, shutting the engine down.  
This button must be depressed during starting and 
held in for 10 seconds or until the engine builds oil 
pressure on the meter. 
 
WARNING - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE  

Never hold the safety relay bypass switch in over 10 
seconds. If the engine does not build oil pressure 
in 10 seconds, release the button and determine 
why the engine is not building oil pressure before 
attempting to restart the engine. 
 
M. DC Engine Wiring Harness Connection Point. 
All the DC connections for the  engine come through 
this common connection point. 
 
N. Glow Plug Indicator - This indicator will glow red 
to indicate that the glow plugs are hot and it is time to 
start the engine.
 
P. Tower Control Plug -  The signal to raise and 
lower the tower passes through this connector to the 
hydraulic pump for the tower ram. 
 

PRESTART CHECKLIST
1. Check oil level, refill with proper grade oil. 

2. Check coolant level, refill with 50/50 mix.

3. Fuel tank filled with proper grade of diesel fuel.

4. Check fan belt for tightness and excessive wear.

5. Check hoses and clamps for leakage and excess 
deterioration.

6. Battery securely fastened, connections clean and 
tight and proper fluid level.

7. Check the air filter.  Service only as needed, do 
not over service.

8.  Check for loose or damaged bolts & hardware.

9. Ensure the trailer is level and all the jacks are 
down on a solid surface and extended when using 
the lights. 
 
10. Make sure the engine/generator compartment is 
free of any flammable material. i.e. oily rags, leaves. 

11. Be sure any connected loads are shut off or turn 
off the mainline breaker before starting the unit. 
 

STARTING PROCEDURES 
 
CAUTION - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE

NEVER USE STARTING FLUIDS!  Immediate engine 
damage may result.

NOTE - This unit is equipped low oil pressure 
and high coolant temperature shutdowns.  These 
shutdowns must be bypassed during the starting 
mode.  Failure to follow these bypass procedures will 
cause the engine to start and immediately stop if it 
has no built sufficient oil pressure. 
 
CAUTION - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE
 

Before starting the engine make sure that the lights 
are turned off and the circuit breakers to the AC 
receptacles are all turned off. Never start or stop the 
engine with the lights turned on or load powered from 
the receptacle panel. 
 
1. Turn the start switch counter-clockwise to the 
“preheat” position.  This will power the glow plugs on 
the engine as well as the glow plug indicator on the 
panel.  A preheating time of  5 seconds is required 
until the control resistance coil becomes red in the 
glow plug indicator. 

2. Next turn the starter switch clockwise to the 
start position as soon as the indicator resistance 
coil becomes red. You must also depress the safety 
relay bypass button at the same time (this bypasses 
the high water temperature and the low oil pressure 
shutdown system). Never engage the starter for more 
than 10 seconds at a time.  Allow a sufficient rest time 
between cranking cycles.

3. Once the engine starts, release the start switch 
and it will return to the run position.

4. Continue to depress the safety relay bypass 
button until the engine builds oil pressure on the 
gauge.  When the oil pressure builds up on the 
gauge, it is safe to release the bypass button

WARNING - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE  

Never hold the safety relay bypass in over 10 
seconds. If the engine does not build oil pressure 
in 10 seconds, release the button and determine 
why the engine is not building oil pressure before 
attempting to restart the engine.

5. Should the unit stop after the button has been 
released, it means that the low oil pressure switch or 
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the high water temperature switch on the engine are 
shutting the engine down.  Troubleshoot the engine 
before attempting to restart. 

6. Allow the engine to run for about 10 minutes 
before turning on the lights or the circuit breakers to 
the loads.  This is particularly important during the 
cold season. 
 
NOTE: Engine noise after start-up might be noisier 
that that of a warmed-up engine; and, the exhaust 
smoke color may be more whitish than the normal 
condition,. 
 
7. Check the engine while it is warming up to make 
sure you don’t have any fuel or oil leaks.

8. Once the warm up cycle has been completed you 
can start to turn on your individual loads and lights. It 
is still best to gradually add the loads to the unit; this 
will prevent excessive voltage droop to the loads.

STOPPING & STORAGE 
 
WARNING - This generator set is equipped with 
and emergency stop cable.  Pulling the cable 
shuts off the air to the engine.  It must be pushed 
back in before you can restart the engine.

1. Turn off the lights and all loads connected to the 
generator set before stopping the unit.

WARNING - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 
 
Always shut the lights off before stopping the engine, 
failure to do so may cause damage to the lamps.

2. If you intend to move the unit, now is a good time 
to lower the tower. As the battery is being recharged 
by the engine alternator lowering and raising the 
tower with the engine running will not drain power 
from the battery.

3. Allow the engine to run unloaded for about 3 
minutes before shutting it down,  This will allow the 
engine to cool down and cooler oil to circulated to 
critical parts of the engine.

4. Turn the Start Run Switch to the off position. This 
will stop the fuel flow to the engine shutting it down. 
 
5. For extended or long term storage certain 
precautions should be taken to insure the system will 
work properly next time.  Contact your local Isuzu 
dealer for specific instructions. 

CONNECTING YOUR 
LOADS
In addition to powering your lights, six additional 
receptacles have been provided on the receptacle 
panel for additional loads. All of these receptacles are 
protected by individual circuit breakers.  In addition, 
there is a mainline circuit breaker mounted in this 
panel that will disconnect all of the loads on the 
generator, including the lights, if it is tripped or turned 
off. Please note some units may have different 
breakers and receptacles.
 

WARNING - VOLTAGE 
CONFIGURATION 
 
This engine generator set was factory connected 
and wired for 120/208 volt.  Connecting 208 volts to 
certain 240 volt devices can damage or destroy them.  
Before connecting any device to this unit, check the 
nameplate on the load to insure it matches the output 
of this generator.  This generator can be reconnected 
to provide other voltage configuration. If in doubt, 
check the generator output before connecting any 
external load.

1. Mounted just to the right of the four 10 AMP 
circuit breakers for the lights are two 20 AMP, 120 
Volt GFCI duplexes that are protected by two 20 
AMP push button circuit breakers mounted just above 
them. These are standard NEMA 5-20 receptacle 
designed to power small 120 Volt loads.

2. Mounted below the 10 AMP breakers are 3 
120/208 Volt, 30 AMP receptacles. These receptacle 
are protected by a 30 AMP circuit breaker mounted 
just above them.  Depending on how you wire your 
cord sets, these receptacles can be use for 120 Volt 
or 208 Volt loads.  The receptacles are standard 4 
wire receptacles containing 2 hot leads, a neutral 
connection and a ground connection.  They use a 
standard NEMA L14-30 plug. 

3. Just to the right of these three receptacles you 
will find a 208 volt three phase receptacle.  This 
receptacle is designed for 208 volt only as it has no 
neutral connection within the plug. However, you 
may  use it for 208 volt three phase or single phase 
depending on how you wire your plug assembly.  It 
is protected by a three phase 30 AMP breaker.  The 
plug for this receptacle is a NEMA L15-30. 

EMERGENCY
STOP CABLE
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FRONT PANEL LAYOUT

AC WIRING SCHEMATIC
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TRANSPORTING THE UNIT
 
WARNING - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE 
 
NEVER attempt to move this Mobile Light System 
with the tower extended or the leveling jackets 
deployed. Moving it with the tower raised may 
cause it to tip over.  Leaving the leveling jacks 
deployed may cause damage to the jacks and/or the 
outriggers.

Before an attempt is made to move or re-position this 
unit follow these procedures:

1. Lower the tower to the fully retracted position.

2. Lift the two outrigger jacks. Retract the outrigger 
into there storage position and turn the jacks into 
there transport position.

3. Lift the rear jack and rotate it into the transport 
position.

If you are moving the unit a short distance or to some 
where else on the construction site, the unit should 
now be safe to move.  Don’t forget to unplug and 
remove any drop cords that may be plugged intp the 
receptacle panel.

For towing on the open road or transporting by truck, 
the following additional steps are recommended:

1. Move the lights to their inside storage position 
inside the generator housing and secure them with 
the provided hardware.  If you are going to leave the 
light on the tower, rotate them so the lamp lens are 
protected from road debris.  

2. Lock the encloser doors to prevent them from 
opening during transportation. 
 

Towing Brakes

This light tower comes equipped with electric brakes 
on the trailer.  These brakes can be activated two 
different ways:

1. If your tow vehicle is equipped with an electric 
brake control, the brakes can be activated through 
the seven pin connector on the trailer.  This seven pin 
connector will control your running lights/signal lights/ 
and tail lights as well as the electric brakes on the 
trailer.
 
See wiring diagram below.

TRAILER
WIRING 
DIAGRAM
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2. In addition to controlling the brakes from the 
vehicle, this trailer is equipped with a safety cable 
that will actuate the electric brakes if the trailer should 
become disconnected from the vehicle.  This safety 
cable is attached to the tow vehicle. If the trailer 
should come loose, the safety cable will pull a pin 
that engages the brakes via a brake-away control 
mounted in the trailer.

TEST BUTTON

This brake-away control is located on the floor of 
the trailer directly below the hydrulic pump. Prior to 
towing the light tower the test button on this control 
should be pressed to make sure that the “BREAK-
AWAY SYSTEM” is fully charged.  This system 
charges from your vehicle and should, under most 
conditions, always be chargeed.  If it is not charged 
when you press the test button, allow it time to fully 
charge before towing this light tower.  
 
WARNING - EQUIPMENT DAMAGE/PERSONAL  
          INJURY  
 
NEVER tow this light tower without the safety chain 
and the electric brake cable connected. 
 

2” BALL HITCH 3” PINTEL HITCH

MOVE THESE 2 BOLTS TO 
CHANGE THE HITCH TYPE

This unit comes equipped with both a 2” ball hitch 
and a 3” pintel hook.  To switch from one coupler to 
the other, remove the two bolts holding the hitch in 
place and rotate it 1800. 

NEVER ATTEMPT TO TOW USING A 1-7/8” BALL.  
ALWAY LOCK THE COUPLE OR THE PINTEL 
HITCH BEFORE TOWING. 
 

TROUBLESHOOTING
TABLES
ENGINE WILL NOT CRANK USING THE RUN/
START SWITCH IN CONTROL PANEL

1. Low or dead battery, must hold 12 volts during 
 cranking.
2. Blown 45 amp fuse on generator control panel.
3. Loose or dirty battery terminals.
4. Defective “RUN/START” switch.
5. Defective starter.
6. Defective start solenoid.
7. Locked up engine generator set.
8. Defective fuel solenoid. 
9. Defective safety latching relay or by pass switch.

ENGINE CRANKS BUT WILL NOT START

1. Dirty fuel filter.
2. Fuel supply shut off.
3 Fuel tank empty.
4. Emergency stop cable pulled.
5. Dirty air cleaner filter.
6. Defective fuel solenoid.
7. Low voltage from battery to fuel solenoid, must 
 hold 12 volts during cranking.
8. Engine glow plugs not getting hot.

ENGINE STARTS AND THEN STOPS

1. Engine oil pressure not building up
2. Defective oil pressure switch.
3. Water Temperature too high.
4. Defective water temperature switch.
 
 
ENGINE WILL NOT COME UP TO SPEED AFTER 
IT STARTS

1. Insufficient fuel volume getting to the unit.  
2. AC short circuit.
3. Unit is overloaded.  Check load amperage.
4. Defective injector pump.
5. Defective injectors.
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NO/LOW AC OUTPUT FROM GENERATOR

1. Diodes defective.
2. Defective AVR (Automatic Voltage Regulator)
3 Defective rotor.
4. Defective stator.
5. Defective exciter rotor
6. Defective exciter stator
7. AC short in the output leads.
8. Unit has lost its residual voltage.
9. Low engine speed, must be 1800 RPM.

TOWER WILL NOT RAISE

1. No DC power to hydraulic pump.
2. Hydraulic pump low on oil
3. Hydraulic pump defective.
4. Hose leaking hydraulic oil. 
5. Blown fuse on control panel.

TOWER WILL NOT LOWER

1. No DC power to hydraulic pump.
2. Hydraulic pump low on oil
3. Hydraulic pump defective.
4. Blown fuse on control panel.

LIGHTS WILL NOT COME ON

1. Lamps not plugged in.
2. Lamps burned out.
3. No AC output from the generator.
4. Light switch defective.
5. Circuit breaker tripped or off. 
6. Defective transformer.
7. Defective capacitor 
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This unit is warrantied to the original purchaser for 12 months or 2000 hours, whichever 
occurs first, that goods manufactured or supplied by it will be free from defects in work-
manship and material, provided such goods are installed, operated and maintained in 
accordance with written instructions.

The Manufacturer’s sole liability, and Purchaser’s sole remedy for a failure under this 
warranty, shall be limited to the repair of the product.  At manufacturer’s option, material 
found to be defective in material or workmanship under normal use and service will be 
repaired or replaced.  For warranty service, return the product within 12 months or 2000 
hours, whichever occurs first, from the date of purchase, transportation charges prepaid, 
to your nearest manufacturer’s Authorized Service Center 

THERE IS NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTY.

To the extent permitted by law, any and all warranties, including those of merchantability 
and fitness for a particular purpose, are limited to 12 months or 2000 hours, whichever 
occurs first, from date of purchase.  In no event is the manufacturer liable for incidental 
or consequential damages.

Note:  Some states do not allow limitation on the duration of implied warranty and some 
states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so 
the above limitations may not apply in every instance.  This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights which may vary from state to state.

The manufacture reserves the right to change or improve its products without incurring 
any obligations to make such changes or improvements on products purchased previ-
ously.

EXCLUSIONS:

The manufacturer does not warrant Engines.  Engines are covered exclusively by the 
warranties of their respective manufacturers, see enclosed warranties.

The manufacturer does not warrant Batteries, or Other Component Parts that are war-
ranted by their respective manufacturers.

The manufacturer does not warrant modifications or alterations which were not made by 
the manufacturer.

The manufacturer does not warrant products which have been subjected to misuse and/
or negligence or have been involved in an accident.

12 MONTH LIMITED  
MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY
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WESTQUIP DIESEL SALES 
208 WALKER CRESCENT 
ACHESON, ALBERTA  T7X 2V6 
780-960-5560 

WESTQUIP DIESEL SALES 
8211 31ST, SE  
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2C 1H9 
403-261-0601


